
 

Production Engineer 2013 
 

Have you ever wonder why no company ever posted job that challenging your technical ability level? If so, this is probably 

something you might want to take a look at. We are assembly our team for creating the next generation Cloud product that will 

work across platform with focus on mobile application space. 

You should be flexible, highly innovative and not afraid to learn all sorts of new technologies all at once. We provide the 

exciting, fun, and flexible work culture as well as great opportunity to learn and work on the cutting edge technologies. 

 

Responsibilities: 

- Help design and contribute in our next generation software/hardware platform from Unix based system to Apple iOS 

software platform. 

 

Qualifications: 

- Bachelor degree in Computer Science/Engineering or equivalent. (Little industry experience or new graduate or new 

graduate is O.K.) 

- Knowledge on Unix System fundamental. 

- Experience programming in Java or any of these programming languages: Python, Objective C, Ruby, C or C++. 

- Experience with Unix shell script like bash or tcsh. 

- Understanding of various networking topics such as DCHP, e-mail operations, DNS and VPN. 

- Constructive attitude and willingness to work as part of a global team. 

- Self starter, good interpersonal skills and effective communication skills. 

- Good English skills, both written and verbal. 

 

What would you become? if you join us: 

- You would become a Unix god. You will comfortably handle, install, and retool any Unix system to work in any specific 

domain 

- You would become architecture aware designer in Operating kernel, Storage, Network and security side design 

- You will throughly know how to design and put high performance public cloud into production system 

- You will understand all requirements and what you need to do in term of security and containment design for Cloud 

system. 

 

Little things you should know about our development team: 

- We work on flex time flex dress basis, and we do care about meeting deadline more than when you come to work. 

- We love to work together as a team, and part of our team process is about catch others when they fell. 

- We love to look at the bright side of everything in the world with humor, and we hope you are too. 



 
- We work hard and play hard, and can be geek at any time. 

- We do not have any cubicle in our office to foster the team communication. 

- Our primary hobby are all sort of discussion from technology, gadget, business, marketing, finance, or love lost. 

- Our secondary hobby are playing board game, tarrot, taking a picture, planning the trip, and find something good to 

eat in town. 

- QA is god here. 

- Our Monday evening is Badminton day, and Friday evening is the going out trip for good food. 

 

Something that we would love that you have or got experience (this is optional, you will know about it anyway if you join us). 

- You know how to compile and customized your own kernel 

- You know how to do two hop forwarding network port using ssh 

- You know about what the meaning of core file dump, and why it's useful 

- You know the different between UNIX and INET socket domain 

- You know why there is a renice command, and know how to use it properly. 

- You know the meaning of hypervisor 

 

Please send us your resume to job@throughwave.co.th 

  

We are equal opportunity employer, so please refrain from sending us unrelated personal information like age, race, your photo, 

or marital status. 

 


